366	EDUCATION AND SCIENCE
What may be called the mathematical side of astronomy
having been provided for, there remained observation and
theory. Previous to the sixteenth century, belief was almost
universal in the Ptolemaic theory that the earth was the station-
ary centre of the astronomical system, and that the motions of
the sun, moon, and planets were around the earth. Copernicus
(d. 1543) held that the planets move in orbits around the sun,
not the earth, and his theories were warmly welcomed in
England by such men as John Dee and Thomas Digges. The
latter made a most important addition to the Gopernican
theory, arguing that the universe was infinite and that the
stars were numberless and distributed throughout space at
varying distances from the sun, the centre.1 This idea took
such firm hold in England that, when Kepler tried to disprove
the theory of an infinite universe, his arguments were refuted
by English scientists, like Harriot, who were using telescopes
as soon as, or perhaps sooner than, Galileo.2 This addition
to astronomical theory was the most important English con-
tribution before Sir Isaac Newton's, and is especially note-
worthy because, just when our own solar system was explained,
it postulated a thesis about the far distant regions, and urged
that it should be tested by actual observations. Another impor-
tant contribution was made by Gilbert, whose work on mag-
netism confirmed the Copernican hypothesis of the earth's
rotation. The task, therefore, which confronted scientists in
the half century before Newton was to test by observation the
theories of Copernicus and the English additions to them.
With the aid of the telescope the moderns gained a decisive
victory over the ancients, for the phenomena which could now
be seen could not be reconciled with scholastic cosmography,
even by the most dexterous logicians.
Side by side with these wonderful developments in science,
old superstitions still flourished, The astrologer and the al-
chemist long survived the advent of the modern scientist. They
were greatly aided by the popular notion that stars had much
influence upon men's lives,3 The extent to which the populace
was willing to listen to astrologers is demonstrated by Evelyn's
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